A Mindful of Art
* A Grow Smart with Art Game *

I will learn
to talk
intelligently
about art
and the world
around me.

I will learn
the
elements
and
principles
of art.

I will
stretch
my brain
and
make it
stronger.

I will learn
to
identify,
analyze,
synthesize,
and evaluate.

“A Mindful of Art” makes observing & analyzing art
work more fun. This game can be used with any
professional or student art works & art prints.
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A Mindful of Art

Introduction
Questions to answer:
•
•
•

How can I offer the training of a true artist to my art students?
How can I structure art appreciation, a very important aspect of art education, into my program
when I barely have enough time for art production?
How can I utilize all the great art prints and examples, professional and student, that I constantly
collect?

Much of this compilation is ideas of others collected by an overwhelmed, novice art teacher desperate to
offer the training of a true artist to her art students. Yes, I was that teacher. I am an artist, in everything
I do. I have been creating some form or other of art since I can remember. I know how important it is
to look at the art work of others. Art work that includes not only the artwork of great “masters”, but
also contemporary artists, professional and student. “How to do that in a school setting?” was the
question. It lined up with another concern of mine. Showing a print or two at the beginning of a lesson
was good, but this was one of those situations where I thought the “more is better” philosophy would
actually apply. I wanted my students to see that there is an endless variety of ways to solve problems. I
didn’t want them thinking there was only one “right” way to solve an art problem. I also wanted them
to develop an appreciation for the beauty of diversity. I wanted to encourage curiosity, and possibility
thinking. How important is it to teach critical thinking skills? Extremely, and art appreciation & art
production is a very quick, direct way to develop these skills, especially in young impressionable, fertile
minds. I certainly did not want the students copying me or any of the artists we studied. That’s where
the idea for A Mindful of Art came in. I was trying to explain to my precious students how ALL great
artists look and learn from the work of others. No one creates in a vacuum. I would emphasis NO
COPYING, but it wasn’t until I found myself gesturing the whole process and having them repeat after
me, that they totally got what no copying meant. Hip! Hip! Hooray! Picture it. Physically making the
gestures imprints the concept into the memory better. Together we gesture, we open up the top of our
heads (with a creaky old door, rusty hinge sound), and put in the art work (put in as much as you like),
and mix it with what’s already in there (I use a really giant rainbow colored spoon-imaginary of course).
Then we gently, but firmly, close the lid, the top of our heads. Voila! Now, we are ready to express
ourselves and what we have learned through our art, and create something new.
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A Mindful of Art - Introduction (Continued)

The plan was to create a “Game” so students could have fun looking at art independently prior to creating a work of
art, and during independent work time.

At first, I used large poster sized Game Cards with the whole class, as a
group activity, prior to creating art. Then I thought this would be a
great activity to teach them to do independently. That’s how Art
Game Folders came into being. It held cards on one side and small art
works on the other. Later, I made boxes for the game so it would
seem more like a “real” educational game. The box included:
laminated ”Game Cards”, bags of laminated mini art works (both
professional and student) and Spinner Cards.

(Excuse the fuzzy faces to protect the innocent). Here, some of my wonderful students are looking thru a folder of
art prints of floral works and playing “The Mindful of Art Game”. They are preparing for a unit using flowers as
subject matter. They are also using the “ABCs of Art” Book: The Elements & Principles of Art” (Free download on
www.awesomeartists.com ) along with “The Mindful of Art Game”.
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A Mindful of Art - Introduction (Continued)
Left: These are folders of medium sized art work sorted by subject matter.
Each color represents a different subject matter. I also made available Larger
posters and prints, and clear plastic bags for of very small works of art.
Below: Students are drawing from 3-D arrangements of cloth flowers.

How to Use These Pages
The beauty of these cards is they can be used with any and all art work available, 2-D, 3-D, student, and
professional, commercial, man-made or from nature, any size or shape. I had folders of varying sizes, and
even small clear bags full of all those “mini” examples of art I collected. Now, I had a way to circulate them
in the classroom and make learning a little more fun. Using the Game is also an excellent opportunity to
learn cooperation, taking turns, and teamwork.
The “Cards” can be printed on card stock and laminated or put in plastic sheet protectors to make them
more durable, or printed as books (whatever works for you and your students).

Mindful of Art Game Cards include:

• Compare & Contrast Card
• Colors, Shapes & Lines I See Card
• Using the 5 Senses Card
• Language & Art Card
• Identify Elements of Art Card
• Identify Principles of Art Card
• Feldman Model Card
A
Brainstorming
List for More Possible Game Cards.
Also included More next page…..
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A Mindful of Art - Introduction (Continued)
The last three pages are Spinner Cards. There is a little bit of simple construction involved.

Mindful of Art Spinner Cards included:
• Spinner Card – Elements of Art
• Spinner Card – To Use With Other Cards
• Spinner Card – Tell A Story With Art Work
You can make your own spinner cards with poster board or whatever material you t hink will work. Washers (the
circular piece that fits on bolt between arrow and b oard), whether metal or poster board, will help the arrow spin
more smoothly.

Above is a photo of a poster board spinner card & a rough drawing of the same.

Above is a photo of a laminated paper stapled to a plastic board to make a spinner card & a rough drawing of the
same.
These are just a few ideas for you to play around with. Let yourself be inspired. Use your imagination.
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When we put ART & new ideas in our heads & mix it up with what is already in us, we can create something new & different.

A Mindful of Art Game Card

Compare & Contrast
I will
choose
an art
work
I like.
I will
compare
&
contrast
with a
partner.
We will quietly take turns discussing the similarities (what is the
same), and the differences (what is different) about the art
works we picked.
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When we put ART & new ideas in our heads & mix it up with what is already in us, we can create something new & different.
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When we put ART & new ideas in our heads & mix it up with what is already in us, we can create something new & different.

A Mindful of Art Game Card

Identify as Many Elements of Art as Possible.
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When we put ART & new ideas in our heads & mix it up with what is already in us, we can create something new & different.

A Mindful of Art Game Card

Identify as Many Principles of Art as Possible.
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When we put ART & new ideas in our heads & mix it up with what is already in us, we can create something new & different. The following based on:

1.

DESCRIPTION:
(I will take inventory. I will look, identify & describe.)
* Name objects.
* Describe elements of art.
* Identify patterns (a principle of art).
* Identify materials used (techniques too).
* Identify genre (portrait, still life, landscape?).
* Identify style of art.

2.

FORMAL ANALYSIS:

3.

INTERPRETATION:

(Discovering Relationships)
*Find examples of unity through repetition.
* Look for variety through contrast of shapes, lines, etc.
* Look for center of interest (focus, eye grabber).
* Look for balance & rhythm (principles of art).

(Figure out in meaning)
* Use the evidence in 1. & 2. to figure out a meaning of
the art for you.
* What is the artist saying? What are your reasons?

4.

EVALUATION:
(Forming a judgment)
* Is it a quality piece of art? Why?
* How does it compare to similar works?
* Is the artist successful? Why?
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A Mindful of Art

Brainstorming List for More Possible Game Cards
1. Identify what genre the art is as you can. (Did you have to conclude it doesn't
fit neatly into a category?)
2. Can you identify what media the artist used? (See media sheet)
3. During what time in history do you think the art was made? Why do you
say that? (See evolution of art history sheet)
4. Is there evidence to suggest the work is from another culture? What
makes you say that? (See cultural diversity sheet)
5. Can you identify what style of art the work is? (See art styles sheet)
6. What do you think the main subject of the work is?
7. For what purpose do you think the art was created? (See form and function
sheet -the purpose of art)
8. What do you think the artist is trying to communicate, to say, to express
to the viewer?
9. What do you like most about this work? Why? What do you like least?
Why?
(Say what you like and don't like without making the art or the artist wrong or put
down. Example: "I like the simple images. I find them easy to look at." or "I don't like
the images. I feel agitated when I look at them.”
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When we put ART & new ideas in our heads & mix it up with what is already in us, we can create something new & different.

A Mindful of Art * Spinner Card * Elements of Art
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When we put ART & new ideas in our heads & mix it up with what is already in us, we can create something new & different

A Mindful of Art * Spinner Card * for Use with Game Cards
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When we put ART & new ideas in our heads & mix it up with what is already in us, we can create something new & different.

A Mindful of Art * Spinner Card * Tell A Story with Art Work.

1.
2.

Work Together or Independently.
Spin. Take turns.
Follow directions. Tell the story of the art.
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